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Referring to Fig. 1, two subscribers’ sta contact-point n' are provided, which nor
tions A and B are indicated, together with mally are disengaged from one another, but
portions of the apparatus at the answering which are in contact when the spring h" is
switchboard C at which the line of subscriber depressed, an insulating-studio being mount
5 A terminates, and a trunk-line circuit ex edupon said springh' for engaging the spring
tending from such receiving-switchboard to m and forcing it downward upon its contact
another switchboard D at which the tele point, as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

phone-line of subscriber B terminates. The
trunk-line
a, as is usual, terminates at the
Io answering-switchboard in a spring-jackb, the
two conductors a' a” of the trunk-line being
connected to the line-springs b' b”, respec
tively, of said spring-jack. At switchboard
D the conductors a'a" are connected with the
contact portions c' cº, respectively, of the
trunk-line plug c. When the plug is not in
service for connecting lines, it rests in a ver
tically-movable seatd, which may be mounted
upon the pivoted arm d". Two plungers e e'
are connected with the arm d', whereby the
downward movement of said arm by the
weight of the plug or the upward movement

thereof by the spring a” will cause said plun

gers to move downward or upward in an ob
25 vious manner. The plungere engages and
operates a set of switch-contacts E. Similarly

the plunger e' engages and operates a set of
switch-contacts E'. The set E consists of
contact-springs fgh i, mounted substantially
parallel to one another, and a contact stud or
so point
k. The contact-spring h tends natu
rally to engage the spring g; but when the
plug rests in its socket the plungere forces it
downward and breaks this engagement, also
35 forcing the spring i downward, which other

wise would engage the springh and which does

do so at certain times when not prevented

by the plunger. The spring g carries an insulating-lug-l, which projects toward the
spring f. Normally the spring f does not en
gägethe contact-point k; but when the spring
h engages the spring g the insulating-lug l
upon the latter presses against the spring f
and forces it against its contact-point le. An
45 electromagnet F is associated with the mech
anism E, the armature of which magnet is
provided with a detent m, which is adapted

normally to engage the projecting end of con

tact-spring h and maintain the same in a

The contact mechanism E E is included 75
in the trunk-line circuit, the continuity of
conductor a' being controlled by contact
springs g and h, while the continuity of con
ductor a” is similarly controlled by contact
springs g’ h". This will be obvious upon a

:glance at Fig. 1.

-

-

While I have spoken of the trunk-line as a

“continuous line” and have given the letters
a' a' to the conductors which constitute the
same, it is shown as divided into two parts at

the switchboard D by a repeating-coil G, one
side of which repeating-coil—that is, the por
tions pp'—being included in that part of the
trunk-line which extends to the spring-jack
at the answering-board, and the other por
tions p” p” of the repeating-coil being in
cluded in that part of the trunk-line which
extends to the plug c. The parts of the trunk
line, while thus mechanically separated, and,
indeed, electrically separated so far as di 95
rect currents are concerned, really constitute,
in effect, a continuous line when alternating,
pulsating, or varying currents, such as tele
phonic “voice-currents,” are transmitted over
it. Such an arrangement is not unusual, and IOC
the relations of the two parts of the trunk
line to one another are well understood by
those skilled in theart. A battery r is shown
included
between
- the portions pºp” to supply
current for the subscriber's transmitter in ac Io5
cordance with the well-known operation of the
“centralized-battery system.” The conduc
tor between the portions p” and pºis grounded
at s. A relay tº is included in the circuit of I IC)
battery r, this relay serving to control the
clearing-out signal lamp tº, which derives
its current from battery w. An “order-wire”
telephone-circuit Hextends from switchboard
C to switchboard D, whereby the operators
II.5
may communicate with one another.
The above description of certain parts of
the apparatus shown will be sufficient foun
dation for a description of the operation of
the system whereby an idea of my invention
may be more readily obtained than by a mere I 2 O
description of the electrical connections. I
will therefore proceed to describe the differ
ent steps which are taken in establishing a
connection between subscribers A and B.
Suppose that subscriber A has called for I 25
connection with subscriber B. Operator C,
knowing that B’s line terminates at board D,
informs the operator there by means of the
order-wire H what connection is desired and
is informed in return what trunk-line she may I 30

depressed condition independently of the
plunger e, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
The mechanism E' is similar to mechanism
, E, being provided with springs f,g', h', and
t", corresponding to the springs f, g, h, and
55 fi, and the contact-point p and insulating
stud l', corresponding to the parts k and l,
respectively, except that the spring fº is nor
mally in engagement with its contact-point
'k', while in the apparatus E the situation is
reversed—that is, the spring is normally dis
engaged from its contact-point. A magnet
F'. is associated with the mechanism E', the
armature of which magnet is likewise pro
vided with a detent m' for engaging the pro use to extend subscriber A’s line. If trunk
jecting end of contact-spring h".
line a is to be used, operator C makes the
The mechanism E' differs from the mech connection at spring-jack b, using an ordi

anism E in that an additional spring n and nary pair of plugs and their cord-circuit, such

